CELEBRITY NEVADA

CELEBRITY IS VERY EXCITED TO USE THE HILTON LAKE LAS VEGAS RESORT. PLEASE HELP TO KEEP THE VENUE AND DRESSING ROOMS IN THE BEST CONDITION POSSIBLE AND CLEAN UP WHEN LEAVING FOR THE DAY. THANK YOU!

HILTON LAKE LAS VEGAS RESORT
1610 LAKE LAS VEGAS PARKWAY
HENDERSON, NEVADA 89011

MASTER TIMES

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 2017
WELCOME DESK & PASS PICK UP AT 6PM
WELCOME MASTER CLASSES 7-9PM

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 2017
WELCOME DESK & PASS PICK UP AT 7AM
WELCOME & WARM UP AT 8:15AM-8:50AM
CLASS BEGINS 9AM
CLASSES END 4PM
THE CELEBRITY SHOW 7:30PM
CELEBRITY DANCE PARTY 8:30PM

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 2017
WELCOME DESK & PASS PICK UP AT 7:45AM
WELCOME & WARM UP AT 8:15AM-8:30AM
CLASS BEGINS 8:30AM
CELEBRITY DANCE DOWN 3PM-4PM

EVERY DANCER MUST INDIVIDUALLY CHECK IN ON THEIR OWN DURING CELEBRITY CHECK IN. DANCERS WILL RECEIVE THEIR CELEBRITY ACCESS PASS, A CELEBRITY PROGRAM, A DETAILED SCHEDULE OF EVENTS THAT WILL TAKE PLACE DURING THE WEEKEND AND A CELEBRITY GIFT. WE HIGHLY RECOMMEND CHECKING IN ON FRIDAY EVENING TO AVOID LINES AND LONG WAIT TIMES ON SATURDAY & ENJOY WELCOME CLASSES.

PARENTS: JOIN IN THE FUN OF CELEBRITY WITH AN OBSERVER PASS. VISIT WWW.CELEBRITYDANCE.COM AND SELECT CONVENTIONS TO PURCHASE A CELEBRITY OBSERVER PASS BY MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 2017. THIS WILL HELP SPEED UP YOUR WAIT TIME AT CELEBRITY CHECK IN.

LUNCH: THE PROVIDED LUNCH IS A BUFFET. IF YOU HAVE FOOD ALLERGIES OR SPECIAL DIETARY NEEDS, PLEASE CONSIDER BRINGING YOUR OWN MEALS AS CUSTOM MEALS CANNOT BE CREATED ON SITE.

SCHEDULE: PLEASE REFER TO PAGE 6 OF THIS WELCOME PACKET FOR THE EVENT SCHEDULE.
Welcome to Celebrity Dance Conventions. Enclosed is final information for your convention weekend. Please check out the details inside and contact the Celebrity Offices if you need anything. Everyone at Celebrity looks forward to seeing you in class. Enjoy your Celebrity Experience!

CELEBRITY CONTACT
480.706.8888 Monday-Friday

VENUE
Hilton Lake Las Vegas Resort
1610 Lake Las Vegas Parkway
Henderson, Nevada 89011

DANCE TIMES
Master Class Schedules can be found in this Welcome Packet on Page 6.

ENTRANCE
Please refer to the MASTER TIMES in this Welcome Packet for times that dancers and parents may access Celebrity Events.

ADMISSION
For admission into Celebrity Conventions, a dancer must have a Convention Pass or an observer must have an Observer Pass. All Celebrity Events are closed to the public without a pass except for The Celebrity Show.

VENUE
We ask that everyone helps to keep the venue in the best condition possible and clean your areas before leaving for the day.

LEVEL CHANGES
Level changes can be made at registration or within the first two classes of the first day of Celebrity Convention. Please notify someone at Celebrity & Company or any Celebrity Convention Staff Member and they will exchange Celebrity Dancer Pass, if necessary.

VIDEOTAPING & PHOTOGRAPHY
Videotaping and photography during classes is permitted unless a teacher or staff member says otherwise. Be sure to share the memories you capture and hashtag #DanceCelebrity so we can see.

FAMILY FRIENDLY
Celebrity is proud to present an event where teachers and students can express themselves through the many styles of dance. While we promote all styles of dance we strive to keep our events family friendly. At Celebrity we believe that routines that contain inappropriate material should be penalized. We realize that there are many different ways to define what is inappropriate, therefore we have selected to have our Celebrity Judges decide what they believe to be family friendly. If a judge marks on their score sheet that they believe a routine is not appropriate, points will be deducted. The more judges that agree that a routine is not appropriate, the higher the point deduction. We hope that we can all work together to keep all Celebrity Events appropriate for our family viewers. Everyone at Celebrity Worldwide would like to thank you in advance for your hard work, dedication to dance and the Celebrity Experience.
WAIVER
PLEASE READ IN FULL BEFORE YOU ENTER THIS EVENT
By registering, attending, viewing or participating in a Celebrity Event or entering a venue hosting an event, you acknowledge full responsibility and forever release and discharge Celebrity Competitions, Celebrity Dance Competitions, Celebrity Nationals at Sea, Celebrity Travel, Celebrity Conventions, Celebrity Europe, its faculty, staff members, associates, and all venues and theaters from any and all contracts, claims, suits, actions, and liabilities arising from or relating to injuries, accidents or damages from participating or viewing this event. If injury occurs, you understand that Celebrity Dance Competitions, Celebrity Conventions, Celebrity Travel, Celebrity Nationals at Sea, Celebrity Europe, all venues and theaters and the staff of Celebrity Dance Competitions are NOT financially responsible and will NOT offer any reimbursement. You acknowledge Celebrity Dance Competitions and all companies associated have the right to use any forms of media including but not limited to photographs and video in any and all promotional related materials indefinitely. By registering, attending, viewing or participating in a Celebrity Event you acknowledge you have read and agree to abide by all rules and regulations pertaining to Celebrity Competitions. If it is believed by Celebrity Competitions or a Celebrity Staff member that you are in violation of any policies set by Celebrity Competitions, you will be asked to vacate the premises and will leave without hesitation.

CELEBRITY OBSERVER PASS
We want parents and friends to experience Celebrity along with their dancers at Celebrity Conventions. Parents have the option of purchasing a Celebrity Observer Pass online in advance or on site. Visit www.celebritydance.com and get yours in advance before presales close. They will also be available at Celebrity & Company onsite. This pass will allow parents and guests to observe all the workshop classes and the Celebrity DanceDown. Observers may not enter into the teacher room at any time. For security purposes, parents and guests are required to register to be an observer and wear their pass at all times during events. If you are not wearing a Celebrity Observer Pass, you will be asked to leave the event. Lunch is not included for observers.

CELEBRITY & COMPANY
Get all of your Celebrity Essentials at Celebrity & Company. Do not miss out on these wonderful trends, they are exclusive to Celebrity Dance Conventions. Celebrity Trends will go fast!

DANCEDOWN
To help our Celebrity Dancers grow in the industry we invite all our participants to join us on stage for the Celebrity DanceDown. This master class doubles as an audition so dancers can show our Celebrity Judges & Faculty who they really are while gaining valuable auditioning experience. Celebrity Judges & Faculty will be watching for the brightest stars! The Celebrity DanceDown is open to all dancers in our Junior, Teen & Senior Levels and is included in your convention rate. Get your number at Celebrity & Company in the lobby when you arrive at convention. See you on the Celebrity Stage!
PARKING
Parking is available for the Hilton Lake Las Vegas Resort in their paid parking lots. Please follow all posted signs and parking policies. After parking, guests and dancers should enter the building through the front main doors and proceed to the ballroom area.
These are tentative and the schedule & times are subject to change.

REGIONALS

JAN 19-21 DENVER
JAN 26-28 SAN ANTONIO
FEB 2-4 ATLANTA
FEB 9-11 DETROIT
FEB 16-18 LAS VEGAS
FEB 23-25 AMES
MAR 2-4 OKLAHOMA CITY
MAR 23-25 PORTLAND
APR 6-8 DALLAS
APR 13-15 SAN DIEGO
APR 20-22 SF BAY AREA
APR 27-29 SEATTLE
MAY 4-6 PHOENIX
MAY 10-12 SALT LAKE CITY
COMING SOON HOUSTON

NATIONALS AT SEA

JUN 22-28 FROM CALIFORNIA